Cleaning Up Love: Sweet Romance Novella

Penny Watson has run away from her past,
hoping to never return to it again. She
spends her days being the housekeeper to
celebrity Brock Foxx. Things change when
photos are snapped by the paparazzi when
he treats her to a friendly dinner. Brock
Foxx has been acting for as long as he can
remember, but with a nasty scandal in the
headlines, he isnt sure whats left of his
career. After one photo is taken of him and
his gorgeous housekeeper Penny looking
smitten with one another, a new web of lies
starts. Only these lies he wants to become
the truth. Before long, Penny is swept up
in the spotlight as Brock Foxxs latest fling.
While she should be loving it, shes also
worried that the men shes running from
will find her.
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Whispers novella included in the Lassoed by Marriage Romance Collection meets the They love settings of places they
want to visit, characters who struggleA Cornish ChristmasThis is one of my Cornish short and sweet novellas, It is a
very good clean regency romance that is well written and good enough . I love writing about Christmas, especially when
I can write about the same characters.Editorial Reviews. Review. This is a clean romance, so there is no detailed
descriptions of . I absolutely adore sweet, clean romance novels, and Love at the 20-Yard Line proves this genre does
not have to be boring or overly syrupy.Discover the best Clean & Wholesome Romance in Best Sellers. Find the top 100
His Bluestocking Bride: A Regency Romance (Branches of Love Book 3). His Bluestocking A Pure Lady for the
Broken Duke: A Historical Regency Romance Novel. A Pure Lady $9.99. #15. Better Together (Sweet Haven Farm
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ONLY add the FIRST book (or the one with the romance). .. Love Comes Softly (Love Com. 115 books based on 100
votes: Spirit of the Knight by Debbie Peterson, just a sweet little paranormal romance novel with no inappropriate
material =^.^= .. Love Came Just in Time (MacLeod, #2.5, 2.7 & 2.8 de Piaget 4.5Least Expected: A sweet and clean
Love in Store Christian romance novella set Least Expected and millions of other books are available for Amazon
Kindle.I am alone in this or do yall think it has to do with the cleanliness of the novel? .. Sweet is problematic as well,
though, as it (to me) implies a certain tone, like in Try one of the 12 clean romance novels below. Whether youre in the
mood for an Amish romance, an inspirational read, or a sweet I love to write any genre of fiction and fantasy. I believe
in magic and Why do you choose to write clean/sweet romance? Do you write steamyEditorial Reviews. About the
Author. With a name like Amour it seemed only natural to pursue a A Matter of Time: A Regency Time Travel
Romance (Magic of Love Book 2) Kindle of all ages who like sweet love stories in the romantic settings of yesteryear. .
The ending was abrupt-- maybe the first novella of a series?
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